F.A.S.T. KNIFE
FUNCTIONAL AGILE SURVIVAL TRAIL

- Kydex sheath comes with quick release and adjustable angle belt clip
- G10 composite non-slip handle, making it light and durable
- Full Tang design to maximize strength and rigidity
- Surgical 420 stainless steel blade finished in electric black titanium oxide finish
- Integrated windshield spike in the handle
- Partially serrated blade
- Finger index increases control
- Comes with roll bar straps

TRAIL AXE
- 4” x 7.5” axe head with protective sheath
- 19mm hex to aid in loosening bolts and nuts
- Surgical 420 stainless steel heat treated blade and nylon reinforced ergonomic handle
- Handy tube located inside handle contains Survival Kit: compass, fishing line, sewing needle, flint stick and strong nylon

MACHETE
- 19” overall length, 13.75” length, 1/8” thick razor sharp surgical 420 stainless steel heat treated blade
- Composite plastic TPR non-slip handle
- 600D denier pouch with roll bar straps for safe keeping

BUGOUT SAW
- 7” blade, 14-5/8” open, 8-1/2” closed
- Surgical 420 stainless steel heat treated blade and nylon reinforced ergonomic handle
- 600D denier pouch with roll bar straps for safe keeping

T.A.S.C. ALL-PURPOSE COMBO KNIFE
- 5.5” blade, 9.5” overall
- Surgical 420 stainless steel heat treated blade and nylon reinforced ergonomic handle
- Full tang for maximize strength
- Integrated windshield spike in handle
- 600D denier pouch with roll bar straps for safe keeping